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View from the Dome
Version 2011 of the KRT Electronic Rate Book has arrived!
Whether you are making a custom worksheet or just looking up a rate, the
Electronic Rate Book puts virtually the entire collected knowledge of two-dial
style radionic rates at your fingertips. From the original rates developed by Dr.
Albert Abrams to the most recent contributions from research labs, the instructors
and all of you, we have gathered, referenced and indexed more than 13,500
radionic rates since 1978. Also included is an integrated library of 25 of KRT’s
most useful analysis, balancing and data worksheets. No more working off copies
of copies of old worksheets – the entire collection is now just a click away!
An investment of four years of development time, our database of two dial, four dial
and 360 degree radionic rates has been rebuilt from the ground up - a brand new
program that allows alphanumeric sorting and keyword searching of the
entire database. We were very fortunate to work with a database programmer who also has a working knowledge of
radionics, so the program was designed with your needs in mind.
Now is the time to invest in this tremendous resource! For a limited time, special savings are available to Kelly
Research Report subscribers. For more information please turn to our in-depth preview of the Electronic Rate Book
that begins on page 5.

Changing gears, I wanted to share this quote from author Kurt Vonnegut.

I urge you to please notice when you are happy, and exclaim or murmur or think at some point, “If this isn't
nice, I don't know what is.”
What a tremendous and powerful idea! If asked to remember being happy, many of us will think back to the most
notable events and moments in life, when we were on top of the world. But it is equally or even more important to
recognize the countless small moments of happiness that exist in our lives. A laugh shared with a friend, a smile
exchanged with a family member, the feeling of satisfaction with a job well done or an honest days work completed,
plus the countless little pockets of contentment and calm that fill the gaps in the day. Do not let these subtle
moments be deafened by the noise made by the aggravations in your day.
Learn to notice and appreciate happiness as it happens and I guarantee you will begin to feel a higher level of overall
happiness in your life, with a renewed appreciation for the people that bring these moments of joy into your life.
Multiply the effect by making it a point to thank those people for the joy that they deliver as it happens. Tell them
that you appreciate their friendship, kindness or the help they give you. New relationships will strengthen and old
ones will be transformed in the light of mutual kindness and positive energy.

2011 Founder’s Day Special
February 2, 2011, would have been the 64th
birthday of Peter J. Kelly – our founder. In honor of
all that he did for us, the community, and the field
of radionics, we are pleased to offer the following
special
discount
to
Kelly
Research
Report
subscribers:

10% OFF
Any Item Offered by KRT
Must be a subscriber as of 2/2/2011.
Offer applies to one item, system or device per subscriber.
Expires 5/2/2011.

Ed and Peter Kelly: March 1994

THE BLACK BEACON:
A Limited Edition Kelly Analyzer
In the last issue we introduced the The Black Beacon - a limited edition
version of our classic workhorse of a radionic instrument. This unit
includes all the same features and capabilities as the regular Beacon in
a distinctive, durable black cabinet. Unique to this offer is a free
upgrade to a 48 Phase Array Antenna (6 plates) and the inclusion of a
BETAR RELAX Mood Tone Generator – an easy way to add the power of
the 7.83 hertz Schumann Earth Resonance Frequency to a radionic
broadcasts!

THE BLACK BEACON: A KELLY AGRICULTURAL RADIONIC ANALYZER………… $3,475.00
Only two of these units remain! Do not miss this one-of-a-kind opportunity!
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Radionics Frequently Asked Questions
Here are answers to two questions about the process of energetic balancing.
How can I increase the effectiveness of a radionic broadcast?
Increased effectiveness of radionic broadcasts may be achieved with via two general
pathways: developing the impact of the operator and changes to the broadcast system.
Broadcast System: The following changes may be made to boost a radionic broadcast:












Ground the system – Connect a copper ground wire from the black “ground” jack
on a Kelly instrument directly to the earth. This may be done with a stacking jack
and a length of wire on the Kelly Personal Instrument, or with a regular banana plug
on the Seeker, Beacon and Workstation instruments. Do not tie the ground line to
existing electrical or plumbing systems!
Use of reagents – Improve the impact of any broadcast by employing those
reagents that act as catalysts to the process. Reagents may be physical specimens
added to the input well, electronic frequencies/signals delivered to the signal input
jack, or anything else with a fundamentally harmonic relationship with both the
witness/subject and the radionic rates that are set to broadcast. Of course, if the goal
is to reduce the energetic strength of a weed or pathogen, the operator should select
reagents that have a fundamentally disharmonious relationship with the subject.
Silver Sephorah Signal Multiplier - Use a radionic instrument whose radio coil is
located in a Sephorah signal multiplier made from 99.9% pure silver. The Sephorah
is the shape that defines the transition of pure energy to the purely physical state,
described as the steps to creation in the ancient Kabbalah.
Powered amplification – Like a tuning fork resonating spontaneously in the
presence of sonic energy, every analog radionic instrument resonates passively with
the natural harmonies of the universe without electrical power. Using a powered
amplifier radically boosts the broadcast output. A multi-stage amplifier, such as is
found within The Workstation, will further boost signal output.
Antenna upgrades – The basic two-wire moebius coil antenna found in the standard
rub plate is the “rabbit ears” of scalar antennas, performing the central function of
simultaneously spinning the signal information in clockwise and counterclockwise
directions in the same physical space to produce the standing, “scalar” wave. The
effectiveness of the antenna can be radically improved with a phase array antenna,
which utilizes tightly spaced signal pathways on vertically stacked printed circuit
boards to achieve an information density and field induction far in excess of the basic
two wire unit. An additional option is to utilize a spool-style spiral coil antenna,
which may pack tens of feet of large gauge wire into a tight spiral coil.
Crystal amplification – Quartz crystals may be positioned in proximity to the tuning
circuits and/or antenna system to achieve natural signal resonance. Care must be
taken to regularly “wash” old patterns of information from these crystals.
Deprogramming methods include placing them in direct sunlight or rolling them
within a salt bath.

Note that many of these improvements may be implemented independently of one another.
They are not necessarily linked, nor must they be carried out in a particular order.
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Operator impact: Of pivotal importance is the accuracy of the operator when scanning and
analyzing the scalar frequencies that we set on the instruments as radionic rates. To use
an analogy from the world of hunting, if the rifle is not aimed correctly the size of the
bullets will not matter.
At the core of the ability to scan radionic rates that will achieve the results we seek is the
ability to focus our intent with crystal clarity. The human mind is the focusing lens that
defines the future reality that is sung back to the living universe through the broadcast
capabilities of the radionic instrument. The more sharply we can define our questions and
our visions for the future, the more likely our chances for success. After all, how can we
expect to get what we want if we cannot clearly define or ask for it?
Effective radionic research also requires a detective-like approach to the work. Information
revealed through completion of analysis worksheets will yield clues that take us deeper and
deeper in our search for the “cause behind the cause” whether found on the energetic or
physical planes. For more information on this process, please see the next question.
Why do organic systems that have been balanced become unbalanced again?
Beginners may be frustrated to find that they have completed the process of balancing a
plant or animal using one of the basic worksheets, then return some weeks later to find that
certain internal processes have slumped in energetic strength while pathogenic energy
patterns have returned. In most cases the researcher has failed to locate and deal with the
“cause behind the cause”.
The balancing that was originally completed may have only
been the first layer to be peeled away while the underlying causes remain in place. This
can be comparable to giving a cold remedy to someone who is suffering from the flu. The
remedy may reduce the flu symptoms, but until the underlying virus is eradicated the
symptoms are sure to return.
The clues revealed on a worksheet should illuminate the way to the deeper causes. For
example, remember that the presence of an energetic pathogen with the rate “100” on the
right hand dial should be carefully searched across the dial for other occurrences. So with
the most basic “Virus” rate (2.00-100.00), the operator should set the left hand dial at
2.00, then very carefully scan on the right hand dial from 0.00 all the way to 100.00. Any
detectable resonance point (stick) should be noted and checked for intensity, no matter
how faint the reaction on the plate. Then every occurrence should be balanced to an
intensity of zero by broadcasting on that rate for the time specified. In this way the pattern
of information described as the 2.00 Virus can be eliminated wherever it may lurk.
The
operator may also consider searching for the energetic patterns associated with more
specific viruses by dowsing or setting and checking the individual virus rates. Use the
opposite process to explore the energetic pattern of an organ or organic system; set the
single dial rate on the right hand dial, then scan on the left hand dial for conditions that
may be occurring. One may also set a two dial rate on Bank 1, then scan on Bank 2.
Researchers should also evaluate the physical world to see if the source of an energetic
pattern may be located. For example, if the cows see recurring fungus or mold readings,
check the barn, the feed bins and the watering stations to see if the source of the fungus
may be located and eradicated. And old piece of lumber laying on damp earth may create
enough mold spores to show up in a radionic analysis of the animal. Likewise, if the crops
are being irrigated with toxic water, a recurring toxicity can be expected within the plants.
Finally, your system may simply require periodic radionic balancing to maintain an ordered
state and fight off new pathogens, new energy added to repel entropy and chaos.
Kelly Research Report
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Introducing:

KRT Electronic Rate Book - Version 2011

For more than 10 years the KRT Electronic Rate Book has served as the ultimate resource for
operators of all types of two-dial, Hieronymus-style radionic instruments, combining a massive
database of radionic rates with advanced search capabilities.
It is with great pride that we begin 2011 by introducing the all-new Electronic Rate Book! Developed
through a long collaboration with one of the nation’s best database developers, the all-new E-Rate
Book offers the same features provided by the original and many more:
x
x
x
x
x
x

More than 13,000 two and four dial radionic rates
Enhanced supporting information to drive successful use of radionic rates
Advanced search and sorting capabilities provide easy access to needed information
Ability to produce customized worksheets and reports
An integrated library of 25 of the most commonly used KRT radionic worksheets
Advanced “help” functions provide step-by-step instructions for use of every function

Here’s a detailed preview of each of these features and capabilities.
Radionic Rates:
Version 2011 of the database includes more than 13,000 radionic rates
compiled from every source imaginable, from the scalar frequencies originally published by Dr.
Abrams nearly 100 years ago to the most recent submissions by teachers, researchers and other
members of the scalar energy community. From “abscess” to “yeast”, this includes rates for
energetic analysis and balancing in virtually every possible area or situation that might impact the
farm, ranch or homestead. Among many more, categories of rates include:
Acids
Affirmations
Airborne Chemicals
Allergies
Amino Acids
Animal Diseases
Animal Disorders
Auric Fields
Bacteria
Biotoxins
Blood
Brain
Cells
Chakra
Chemical Elements
Chemical Contaminants
Chemical Herbicides
Chemical Insecticides
Chemical Pesticides
Chemical Pollutants
Delawarr Rates

Infections
Insects
Light
Lymphatics
Meridians
Miasms
Minerals
Molds
Muscles
Musical Notes
Mutations
Negative Entities
Nerves
Neurologicals
Nutrients
Oils
Ophthalmologic
Pain
Parasites
Planetary Rates
Plants

Dental
Dermatological
DNA
Drugs
Emotions
Endocrine Systems
Energy Fields
Enzymes
Eyes
Fertilizers
Fever
Flu
Fruit
Fungus
Flower Essences
Gastrointestinal
Gems
Glands
Herbs
Homeopathies
Hormones

Poisons
Psychiatrics
Pulmonary
Radiation
Renal
Respiratory
Shock
Skeletal
Sleep
Soil
Sugars
Tissues
Toxins
Ulceration
Vaccines
Viruses
Weather
Weeds
Weight
Yeasts

Supporting Information: Improving the functionality of the basic two-dial rates are the columns
of additional information that may improve the effectiveness of their use, including:
x
x
x

Associated rates for use in the two-bank (four-dial) configuration
A “comments” column with additional information about many rates
Known audio frequencies that can be integrated into radionic broadcasts
through the “Signal In” ports found on all Kelly instruments or used
independently with other devices

Search and Sorting Capabilities:
A database of thousands of energetic rates is only as
useful as the ability to search and organize those rates effectively. Version 2011 of the KRT
Electronic Rate Book offers several ways to search and organize the database to pinpoint the specific
information needed at that time.
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Searches
With the “Search On” feature, users may search the entire database for any word or number. In this
way, users may search by these data types:
x
x
x

x
x
x

Item (rate description)
Comments
Both Item and Comments

Left Dial Rates
Right Dial Rates
Database Record Number

For example, in Figure 1 below we see that the “Item” category has been selected for searching,
with the term “water” placed in the “Search For” box. After pressing the “Search” button, 285
matches were filtered from the complete database.

Figure 1: A search of the “Item” category using the term “water” yielded 285 applicable radionic rates. These results
were then sorted alphabetically clicking on the top of the “Item” column.

The search capability can also be useful when the radionic researcher is seeking to identify rates that
have been found through cold scanning. A search using the “Left Dial” or “Right Dial” characteristic
will bring up all the rates that match the number placed in the “Search For” box. In this way the
researcher can see in an instant every possibility of known correlation, or realize when they have
identified a new combination of scalar frequencies. Figure 2 on the next page shows an example in
which the “Left Dial” columns were searched for “44”. An important thing to realize is that a search
for “44” yields ONLY rates equal to exactly 44.00. Rates with fractions above 44.00 (such as 44.10
or 44.25) will not be captured with a search of this kind.
Also useful is the ability to search for multiple items at the same time by separating the search
terms or numbers with a comma. For example, using the “Search For” function to query “water,
carbon” will yield all of the entries that contain water or carbon. Similarly, searching with a new
term will compile the results of the first search and the second search if the “Reset List” button is not
pressed between queries. A user could thus conduct searches for water, carbon and then iron and
have the results for all three compiled in one worksheet or report.
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Sorting
Sorting the database alphabetically or numerically requires only a click of the mouse. Click on the
top of any column heading and the information will be sorted from top to bottom, either “a to z” for
text information or from smallest to largest for numerical columns. Click again and the information
will be sorted in reverse order, from “z to a” or from largest to smallest. This feature allows users to
quickly reorganize either the entire database or the results of a search to see the information by
whatever means is most convenient at that time. Figure 3 illustrates the use of the sorting feature.

Figure 2: A search of the “Left Dial” category using the number “44” yielded 91 results. Note that the information
captured included instances where 44 was found as a single dial rate (“Parasites, Worms, Toxins” = 44.00 – 0.00),
traditional two dial rates (“Chemical, Particle Board” = 44.00 – 3.50) and as part of a two-bank, four-dial rate (“Skeletal,
Spinal, Integral Pairs, T2 and T9” = [22.30 – 42.60 + 44.00 – 41.50]).

Figure 3: The entire database was sorted by clicking on the column “Bank 1 – Left Dial”, then we scrolled down to the
“44” rates. A global sort of this kind reveals not only those rates equal to 44.00, but also the incremental frequencies
found above and below.
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Worksheet Creation:
While reading a radionic rate off the computer screen can be useful if
searching for a small number of rates, this is not an adequate solution if the researcher will conduct
analyses or broadcasts using a larger number of scalar frequencies. For this reason, version 2011 of
the KRT Electronic Rate Book includes the ability to instantly create and print worksheets using the
rates found through searching and/or sorting.
After the initial search is complete, simply click the tab labeled “Create Worksheet” and then select
all of the entries to be printed on the worksheet. Selecting the entries can be done either by
individually checking each of the boxes in the “print” column at left or by pressing the “select all”
button in the yellow field at the top. Likewise, any entry that is not desired on the printed
worksheet may also be de-selected by unchecking the box in the same way.
In Figure 4 we see the result of a search on the term “carbon”. From there we selected six entries to
be printed on a customized worksheet by clicking on the boxes in the “Print” column. We also typed
“Carbon Worksheet” in the “Title to appear” box. The resulting worksheet is shown below.

Figure 4: After searching on “carbon”, we have selected the six entries to be reproduced on the custom worksheet by
checking the boxes in the “Print” column at the left. Pressing the “Preview Worksheet” button revealed the worksheet seen
here - ready for use by the radionic researcher!
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Report Creation:
Version 2011 of the KRT Electronic Rate Book also allows creation of
customized reports on radionic rates. These reports are very similar to worksheets, except the three
columns with spaces for recording measured intensities are replaced by any information found in the
“Comments” field of the database.
Using the exact same search information as in the carbon example above, clicking on the “Create
Report” tab and pressing the “Preview Report” button reveals the report shown in Figure 5.

KRT

Figure 5: A report generated using the same search and the same rates that were used to create the worksheet in
Figure 4. The report provides any information cited in the “comments” field of the database.

Worksheet Library:
One of the most exciting features that is totally new with Version 2011
of the KRT Electronic Rate Book is the KRT Worksheet Library – the fourth tab found at the top of
the program. This feature provides instant access to a library of 25 specialized and fully-formatted
analysis, balancing and information worksheets that have been developed at Kelly Research
Technologies and utilized by thousands of researchers since 1978. Specific worksheets included:
ACES
Amino Acids
Animal Analysis
Bacteria
Beetles
Borers
Brain Fog
Caterpillars
Chakra Balancing
Dental Meridians
Elements
Environmental Sensitivity
Fertilizers

Insects
Learning
Nose and Throat
Plant and Soil Analysis
Plant Care
Psychic Attack
Skeleton
Spinal Vertebrae
Ticks
Tooth and Bone Mass
Vitamins
Water Analysis

Figure 6 illustrates the KRT Worksheet Library tab, with the KRT Water Analysis Worksheet
displayed. Any of the included worksheets may be previewed in this manner, then printed for use in
your radionic research. This capability eliminates the worry that a worksheet received at a radionics
seminar may be damaged or lost or otherwise unusable.
Kelly Research Report
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Figure 6: The KRT Worksheet Library tab allows selection, preview and printing of a collection of 25 worksheets.

“Help” Functions:
Feeling
overwhelmed? Included in Version 2011 of the KRT
Electronic Rate Book is the comprehensive
“Help” function, an integrated manual that
describes the use of every function and feature
in the program.
Help functions are organized by topic under the
“Contents” tab, as well as alphabetically under
the “Index” tab, and are filled with step-by-step
instructions that make using the Electronic Rate
Book a snap!
Information in the “Help” section may be
reviewed on-screen or printed out for review at
a later time.

Version 2011 of the KRT Electronic Rate Book is the ultimate resource for operators of all
two-dial radionic instruments! Order today for special introductory savings!

KRT Electronic Rate Book – Version 2011
First Time Users – Purchase after March 15, 2011……………………………..…………..…… $299.00
First Time Users – Purchase before March 15, 2011…………………………………………..… $199.00
Upgrade Users – Originally purchased between 2001 - 2009…………………….…..……..… $149.00
Upgrade Users – Originally purchased in 2010……………………….…………………...……..… $99.00
Program requires CD-ROM drive and approximately 30 Mb of hard drive storage space. Users of Windows 98,
ME or 2000 please select Version 2011.a. Users of Windows XP, Vista or 7 please select Version 2011.x.
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Herbal Encyclopedia by Cathie Jordan

Olive Leaf
Radionic Rate: 51.00-38.50
-or34.75-20.50
Description:

Olive leaf (Olea europaea) is the generic term for the leaves from an olive tree, a small
evergreen tree of the Oleaceae family. Olive trees have been cultivated for thousands of years, with the trees,
leaves, fruit and oil serving as symbols of peace, wisdom, glory, fertility, power and pureness in the Old and
New Testaments and the Quran. Ancient Romans, Greeks, and Egyptians all used this tree as a source of food
and medicine, and referenced it in their religious writings as a symbol of peace, purity and goodness. Egyptians
used olive oil in the mummification process, for both practical and spiritual purposes. Victors in the ancient
Olympic Games were crowned with wreaths of its leaves.

Cultivation:

Olives are widely cultivated in regions of the world with Mediterranean climates, such as
South Africa, Chile, Australia, the Mediterranean Basin, Israel, Palestinian Territories and California.
Additionally, cultivation is possible in areas with temperate climates such as New Zealand, under irrigation in
the Cuyo desert of Argentina, and in the rainy summers and dry winters of Córdoba Province, Argentina.

Uses:
Nutritional Value – Olive leaf is not ordinarily consumed as a food.
Medicinal – Olive leaf and extracts are used in the complementary and alternative medicine community to
naturally kill pathogens by inhibiting their replication processes.
Olive leaf is commonly used to fight colds and flu, yeast infections, and viral infections such as the hard-to-treat
Epstein-Barr disease, shingles and herpes. Olive leaf is also good for the heart. Olive leaf has been shown to
reduce low-density lipoproteins (LDL), the “bad cholesterol”. Researchers have found that olive leaf lowers
blood pressure and increases blood flow by relaxing the arteries.
Olive leaf harbors antioxidant properties that help protect the body from the continuous activity of free radicals.
Free radicals are highly reactive chemical substances that can cause cellular damage if left unchecked. Some
recent research on the olive leaf has shown its antioxidants to be effective in treating some tumors and cancers
such as liver, prostate, and breast cancer but the research on this is preliminary. Olive leaf is especially potent
when used in combination with other antioxidants.
Olive leaf can be taken as a liquid concentrate, dried leaf tea, powder, or capsule. The leaf extracts can be
taken in powder, liquid concentrate, or capsule form though the fresh-picked leaf liquid extracts are quickly
gaining popularity due to the broader range of healing compounds they contain.
Side effects – The extract can lower blood pressure and blood glucose. Sufferers of low blood pressure and
diabetes are therefore particularly at risk. Interactions with pharmaceutical drugs which force the body to lower
its blood pressure and glucose level may be dangerous.
Radionics – Scalar researchers may utilize an olive leaf or olive leaf extract as a reagent or add its scalar
energy pattern [51.00 – 38.50 and/or 34.75-20.50] directly to the broadcast. As always, dowse for applicability
and appropriateness before use!
Sources:
(2011). Olive Leaf – Herb of the Week. Gaia Herbs website. (See: http://69.5.9.93/herb_of_the_week.php?id=37)
(2011). Olive Leaf. Wikipedia. (See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olive_leaf)
(2011). Olive. Wikipedia. (See: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Olive)
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Psychic Attack!
“Psychic attack” is the generic term used to describe any form of energy that may have a
negative impact on an individual or a location. The attack may be specifically directed at
another person - anything from a grudge to a structured attack utilizing voodoo, “spells” or
other amplifiers. Or an attack may be indirect in nature, such as the negativity bound to a
location by a traumatic incident involving residents from the distant past.
The radionic researcher may utilize their own focused intent to cut loose, redirect or
eliminate these negative patterns of information either by scanning for effective rates or
utilizing rates found on the Psychic Attack worksheet.
To follow are comments on the
categories of psychic attacks found on the Psychic Attack worksheet.
Dark Forces: These are associated with the negative thoughts or attention directed from
those around us – anger, envy or spite. They are not typically associated with a permanent
grudge so much as the outcome of a singular emotional charge. However, they can serve
to anchor life force energy and should be taken seriously. The intensity reading for White
Light (12.00-22.00) should be no less than ten times the reading for any Dark Forces rate.
Broadcast on the Dark Forces rates to reduce.
Negative Energies: Like Dark Forces, these patterns of energy can chain the life force.
However, these forces are the result of non-directed negative activity, such as those
created by the Earth’s energy field (vortexes or ley lines) or those left behind from the past
(apparitions or paranormal activity). Broadcast on the Negative Energies rates to reduce.
Killer Psychic Forces: These kinds of energy reflects a higher intensity and/or a longer term
focus of directed negative energy, as is found with extreme emotions, the mentally
unstable, or the structured efforts associated with “spells” or voodoo. High readings (above
200) may also reflect the actions of discarnate entities – a consideration that is more likely
in cases of alcoholism, drug use (recreational or prescribed), severe emotional stress or
traumatic injury. Broadcast on the Killer Psychic Forces rates to reduce. Expect longer than
typical broadcast times to eliminate.
Implant Mechanisms: These patterns of information encompass the “armoring” of the
individual across or through the seven major chakra, a circumstance first described by Dr.
Wilhelm Reich. They can reflect the relationship between the state of mind of the individual
and their energetic body. Most implant mechanisms are four dial (two bank) rates.
Broadcast on rate to reduce. Expect longer than typical broadcast times to eliminate
implants that initially exhibit high intensity reading.
Increase the effectiveness of any psychic attack broadcast by combining the published
rate with a scanned rate that “personalizes” the response to the exact situation at hand.
First set the known rate on Bank 1 (and Bank 2, for four dial rates), then scan for a rate on
the instrument’s remaining bank while focusing on the details of the specific situation.
Note: Whenever scanning for a rate to counter or eliminate a psychic attack, be certain to
focus on the positive! Darkness cannot stand in the face of love, peace, forgiveness,
happiness, kindness and the desire to heal. However, if anger, hatred, revenge or the urge
to “get even” are allowed to creep into the focus of the operator, not only may the
broadcast be rendered ineffective, the opposite may occur, with the attack strengthened
rather than weakened.
Kelly Research Report
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Psychic Attack
Name:
Animal Type:
Description
Yes/No
General Vitality
White Light

Sex:
Age:
Left

Project Intent:
Right

100.00-

0.00

9.00-

49.00

12.00-

22.00

Left

Right Reading Reading Reading

Dark Forces - Associated with directed negative thinking or energy, typically the result of singular emotional bursts
rather than a long term attack. These rates usually respond rapidly to balancing, though the stronger the emotional
charge, the longer the time to balance. The intensity of White Light should be within 50 of General Vitality. The ratio
of White Light to any Dark Forces energy should be 10:1. Broadcast on rate to reduce any value above 50.
Dark Force, Negative Thinking, Influences

11.00-

21.00

Dark Force, Negative Thinking, Influences

11.50-

25.00

Dark Force, Negative Thinking, Influences

16.00-

1.00

Dark Force, Negative Thinking, Influences

25.50-

0.50

Dark Force, Negative Thinking, Emotion, Influences

30.00-

16.00

Dark Psychic Forces

26.30-

28.50

Negative Energies - Associated with non-directed negatively charged energies, including vortexes and ley lines
generated by the planet. Other forms include old patterns of information bound to a location, as in the case of
paranormal activity. Broadcast on rate to reduce any value above 50.
Implant Receiving, Psychic Attack Accompanied by Dark
Force or Negative Blocking Body

20.00-

37.00

Interference from Multi-Dimensional, Psychic Attack

57.00-

63.50

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

10.75-

35.75

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

16.25-

27.50

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

17.25-

45.50

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

25.75-

26.25

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

26.50-

16.00

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

36.00-

28.00

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

38.25-

28.25

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

42.75-

27.75

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

26.25-

38.25

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

46.50-

28.25

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

55.75-

16.00

Emotional, Psychic Toxins

56.25-

17.50

Psychic Numbness

33.50-

32.00

Killer Psychic Force Rates - These energies are both directed and of a much higher intensity than Dark Forces. They
may be the result of extreme emotions, produced by the mentally unstable or the work of structured negativity,
including curses, spells or voodoo. These energies may also be introduced by discarnate entities, and this should be
taken into account in cases of alcoholism, drug habit (prescribed or recreational), recent emotional stress, and
traumatic injury. Broadcast on rate to reduce any value above 50. Expect longer than average broadcast times.
Killer Dark Psychic Force

10.25-

34.50

Killer Dark Psychic Force

11.50-

46.50

Killer Dark Psychic Force

21.00-

11.00

Killer Dark Psychic Force

25.00-

21.50

Killer Dark Psychic Force, Dark Force, Influences

25.50-

scan

Killer Dark Psychic Force

26.25-

28.50

Killer Dark Psychic Force, Thinking

39.50-

69.50

Killer Dark Psychic Force

46.50-

scan

Killer Dark Psychic Force, Unknown

39.00-

13.00

This information compiled for experimental agricultural research only and is not intended for use with
humans. If medical or mental health care is needed, please visit a licensed professional.
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Psychic Attack
Description

Left

Right

Left

Right Reading Reading Reading

Implant Mechanisms - These complex energy patterns are associated with the armoring of the seven major chakra
centers, reflecting the relationship between the state of mind and the energetic body of the individual. Broadcast on
rate to reduce for periods ranging from 5 minutes to 4 hours. Monitor closely.
1. Negative Entity

36.50-

36.50

21.00-

5.50

2. Receive Germ broadcast

17.25-

35.25

15.25-

21.25

3. Reception Control Lines
4. Adverse Affecting Thought & Emotions
Also check with scanned locations

5.25-

11.25

13.00-

18.00

18.25-

36.25

25.25-

28.25

34.50-

52.00

5. Renewing Miasms

20.00-

21.00

35.25-

15.50

6. May Cause Arthritis

18.25-

23.00

13.25-

27.00

7. May Cause Cancer
or
8. May Induce Aging
9. May Cause Psychosis

90.25-

90.00

15.50-

28.25

25.00-

58.75

80.50-

48.25

0.25-

18.75

31.75-

28.25

13.00-

23.00

29.00-

33.25

10. May Cause Insomnia

13.00-

48.00

29.50-

28.50

11. Affects Assimilation

78.25-

28.00

28.25-

13.00

12. May Cause Lymph Malfunction

28.25-

73.25

3.00-

95.25

13. May Cause Physical Malfunction

28.25-

38.25

10.25-

98.25

16.00-

17.75

or
14. Siphons White Light

30.25-

18.00

18.25-

98.25

15. Drains Prana
16. Splits Auric Levels (important with mind
expanding drugs)

30.25-

13.25

16.00-

28.25

28.25-

48.25

58.25-

33.75

17. May Cause Blood Clots

28.25-

68.25

45.50-

28.25

9.75-

6.25

2.75-

12.25

18. Malefic Planetary Rays

8.75-

14.25

4.75-

74.00

19. Interferes with Consciousness

2.25-

21.00

10.75-

63.25

20. Interferes with the Feeling of Well-Being

11.25-

41.75

60.75-

48.75

21. Physical Malfunction

26.00-

43.50

72.75-

27.25

or

22. Unites Dark Force & Malefic Planetary Rays

38.50-

36.40

32.50-

41.50

23. Combines Dark Force and Germ Reception

38.75-

32.25

43.50-

27.00

24. May Damage Eyes

30.75-

34.50

27.00-

32.25

25. May Cause Colds and flu

41.50-

48.25

39.00-

32.75

26. May Cause Malignancies

38.50-

48.50

28.00-

16.25

27. May Cause Malignancies

19.25-

68.00

17.00-

13.25

28. Dark Forces Implant Receptor

26.00-

63.25

18.25-

47.00

29. Reduces Susceptibility to Radiation Exposure

58.25-

16.25

22.25-

79.00

30. May Cause Energy Leakage

28.00-

38.50

17.25-

27.75

31. May Cause TB

53.50-

57.00

50.50-

38.50

32. May Cause Implants to Occur

27.75-

12.25

8.75-

52.50

33. May Cause Greater Susceptibility to Mental
Control Mechanisms

72.50-

51.60

49.00-

89.00
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KRT Radionics Workshops
Kelly Research Technologies is pleased to announce the launch of a new radionics training program to
be personally delivered by Ed Kelly, President of KRT and son of founder Peter J. Kelly. Courses will
include a balance of radionic theory, practical application and hands-on activities that will equip
course participants with the ability to apply radionics to the energetic world that flows through us all.
A key goal of these workshops will be to help participants strengthen their connection to the energetic
realm, to use the radionic instrument as a tool for increasing their own sensitivity and awareness. To
facilitate this process, every participant will have the opportunity to receive a complementary ride on
KRT’s BETAR Master Edition Vibroacoustic Sound Therapy System (www.betar.com), a system
designed to stimulate the body’s natural energy system through the use of sound waves and
harmonic frequencies. BETAR is the sound of deep relaxation!
Universal concepts of radionics covered in class will equip participants to conduct radionic research in
any area desired. However, human health issues cannot be covered at any time. Regrettably, any
questions concerning human health will have to be declined.
Ed Kelly is a uniquely qualified instructor, with years of experience building and developing radionic
instrumentation, working with senior instructors and writing about this amazing field, as well as
countless hours spent in the company of some of the greatest names in radionics: Dr. T. Galen
Hieronymus, Col. Tom Bearden and many others - not the least of which, his father, Peter J. Kelly.
June 4: Open House Reception
Lakemont, Georgia
Everyone is welcome to attend a free afternoon reception at The Dome on the Saturday preceding Ed
Kelly’s Fundamentals of Radionics class. Light refreshments will be served.
June 5-7: Fundamentals of Radionics
Lakemont, Georgia
A course designed to meet the needs of brand new beginners and seasoned veterans alike. Topics to
be covered include:
 A Brief History of Radionics
 Energetic Analysis and Balancing
 Radionic Instruments: Theory of Operation
 Animal Analysis Worksheet
 The Operator and Focused Intent
 Use of Reagents: Physical and Electronic
 Safe Use of Radionic Instruments
 Basic Rate Scanning/Electronic Dowsing
 Capturing Effective Witnesses
 Plant and Soil Analysis Worksheet
 Operation of the Kelly Instrument
 Water Analysis Worksheet
Each individual and dual enrollment pair will be provided with following materials and information, a
$200 value!
 Manual: Fundamentals of Radionics
 Basic Nutrient Reagent
 Set of 10 radionic worksheets by KRT
 Two 300 ml Griffin beakers
 Set of 20 test tubes w/ stand
 One year: Kelly Research Report
Participants should bring samples of the water they drink and fur/hair from an animal they own.
Fundamentals of Radionics – Individual Enrollment
Fundamentals of Radionics – Dual Enrollment: Bring a family member or a friend!
Fundamentals of Radionics – Retake or with Purchase of New Instrument

$599.00
$799.00
$299.00

June 8: Advanced Topics in Radionics
Lakemont, Georgia
A one-day course designed to explore advanced dimensions of knowledge. Participants must have
previously completed a Fundamentals course. In 2011 topics to be covered will be:
 Advanced Rate Scanning for Accuracy
 Radionic Harmonic Matching
 Electronic Potentizing
 Psychic Attack Worksheet
Advanced Topics in Radionics
$199.00
These workshops will take place at the KRT Dome in Lakemont, Georgia, a beautiful area of mountains,
lakes and spectacular gorges. We encourage everyone to make the most of the visit by spending some extra
time enjoying this wonderful area. To learn more, please visit: www.gamountains.com.
Kelly Research Report
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Other Upcoming Events
Ongoing: Conshohocken Radionics
Conshohocken, Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Pete’s group now has 35 members and hosts regular meetings, classes and discussion
groups on radionics. Find out about upcoming events at: www.meetup.com/radionics
Ongoing: Wisdom Quest Group
Western Ohio
Bruce M. Forrester’s Wisdom Quest Group brings together an active membership and experts in a
variety of esoteric and mainstream topics. Find out about upcoming Wisdom Quest events at:
www.zephyrtechnology.com/html/wisdom_quest_group.HTM
March 2-4: Beginning Radionics
Ankeny, Iowa
End of April: Beginning Radionics
Alamosa, Colorado
These classes will be offered by Ginny Blankenship – a protégé of an instructor that was personally
trained by KRT founder Peter J. Kelly. Ginny is a lifelong musician, artist and healer with experience
manifesting results through radionics, as well as a variety of other skills, talents and capabilities. To
enroll in the Iowa class or for more info about the Colorado class, please call Ginny at 573-680-5940,
email her at “woodswalker7@hotmail.com” or visit her at: www.woodswalker7.com.
March 9-11: Radionics and Dowsing: Basic Class
Blue Earth, Minnesota
This class will be taught by Tim Lippert, Ron Barone, Robin Hermanson and Scott Ertl in Blue Earth,
Minnesota. The Basic Class covers the fundamentals of dowsing and the operation of radionic
equipment for analysis and balancing. These instructors have decades of experience applying
radionics and dowsing to real situations on real farms. To enroll in the class or for more info, please
contact Livestock Innovations, Inc. at 507-787-2397 or via email at: tdlviking@yahoo.com
March 12: Radionics and Dowsing: Advanced Class
Blue Earth, Minnesota
This class will be taught Ron Barone and Tim Lippert. The Advanced Class covers electronic
potentizing, anapathics, advanced scanning techniques and other subjects. To enroll in the class or
for more info, please contact Livestock Innovations, Inc. at 507-787-2397 or via email at:
tdlviking@yahoo.com
July 15 to July 17: U.S. Psychotronics Association Conference
Louisville, Kentucky
This year’s conference theme is Virtual Medicine: Healing via the non-local, invisible, information
fields. For more information please visit: www.psychotronics.org.
July 30: Open House Reception
Lakemont, Georgia
Everyone is welcome to attend a free afternoon reception at The Dome on the Saturday preceding
Steve Westin’s Basic Radionics class. Light refreshments will be served.
July 31 to August 2: Basic Radionics
Lakemont, Georgia
This class will be taught by Steve Westin at The Dome in Lakemont, Georgia. Steve is a senior
instructor with decades of experience using radionics on the farm and in the home, and was
personally trained by KRT founder Peter J. Kelly. Steve’s classes are infused with esoteric knowledge
that stretches beyond radionic instrumentation, providing participants with a wealth of additional
information and techniques to help capture success. To reserve a spot in this class, please contact us
at KRT (706-782-2524 or info@kellyresearchtech.com).
August 3: Earth Energy and Engineering
Lakemont, Georgia
This class will be taught by Steve Westin at The Dome in Lakemont, Georgia, and will focus on the art
of Earth engineering. Learn practical techniques for using tuning structures, devices and radionics to
bring harmonic balance between your land and the energy grid. See how ancient civilizations
performed the same work. To reserve a spot in this class, please contact us at KRT (706-782-2524
or info@kellyresearchtech.com).

Knowledge is the food of the soul.
Kelly Research Report
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